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MEETING NOTICE
We will be starting off the fall season in style this yearl
Our Chapter's new meeting facilities (alias the Museum of Indian
Archaeology) have been completed and we look forward to a good turnout
for the introductory tour this coming Thursday.

For those of you who

have never visited the Lawson site, v/e have provided the map below.
Our September 10 general meeting will commence at 8:00 P.M.
and Rob informs us that he has obtained a most interesting movie. In
addition, Jim Keron will bring us up to date on the Chapter's Harrietsville
site excavation and yours truly will provide a brief presentation concerning
the Calvert site rescue project which occurred in Dorchester last spring.
Come out and see our new meeting place!
N
Hwy. 22

Attiwandaron Ed.
MUSEUM

EXECUTIVE REPORT

The first meeting of the new season was held at 8:00 P.M.
on Thursday, September 3 in Thamesford. All our executive were present
to discuss the coming year's speakers and Chapter activities. A suggestion
was made that some members could organize and be licensed for survey
projects in the London area. This would provide an additional outlet
for membership field involvement in local archaeology.
For the present, those wishing to participate in the
Chapter's Harrietsville site test excavations are asked to contact our
President, Jim Keron, at 285-2379 or 673-6188.

SOCIAL NOTES

An active contributor in many ways to the past successes
of our Chapter, Mr. Rudy Fecteau, was married on September 5. All the
best from the London Chapter Rudy and Margaret!1*'

For those of you who have not yet received the Simcoe
County Chapter's flyer, the O.A.S. Symposium is being held in Midland
on October 24-25, and is entitled The Archaeology of the Georgian Bay
Region.

Further details can be obtained from any of our Chapter

executive members.

THE BRIAN SITE : A LATE PREHISTORIC NEUTRAL VILLAGE IN MIDDLESEX COUNTY
JAMES KERON

INTRODUCTION

This paper is a preliminary report on the Brian site, a late prehistoric
Neutral village located in South London.

It occupies an area of approximately

1.25 hectares, and fits roughly in the same time period as the Lawson site
(c. 1500 A.D.). Interestingly, this village does not seem to have been recorded
by earlier researchers in the area (i.e. Boyle, Wintemberg, Jury) and its existence
was unknown to all the local residents.

Perhaps most ironic is the fact that after

spending significant time researching the old writings (see Keron in KEWA 81-4),
the most important find of the year did not arise from those sources.
ACTIVITIES

To date the only activities conducted at the site have been surface
collections. On the first occasion in April 1981 when the site was discovered,
about two hours were spent randomly walking the area which had been ploughed
the previous fall. On the second occasion, assisted by Dana Poulton, a regular
survey of the whole field was conducted walking rows approximately every
5 meters. This commenced at a line running west from the north edge of the
former pond and proceeded south to the junction of the two adjacent creeks.
This time approximately three and one half hours were spent on site. About
twenty minutes was spent on the site with David Smith and Bob Pearce during
the third visit.
Normally all major artifact finds would be recorded as found
by cross fixing on two prominent land marks (e.g. fence posts, trees etc.),
but this was not done, as there were no features near enough to the site

to provide any kind of accuracy. Proper datum points-should be established
before any more work is done on this village.
SITE DESCRIPTION

The village is located, like many other Iroquoian sites, on
a peninsula of land formed by the conjunction of two small creeks. To the
east, in the area occupied by one of the creek branches, is a swampy area
that at the time the site was occupied was probably a small pond of about
one hectare in size. Since the land has been cleared much work has been
done to drain this, but traces of the black muck sediment of the original
pond seem to indicate it may have been about two meters in depth. The
area occupied by the village is approximately 200 meters long by 75 meters
wide, with the long axis roughly paralleling the creek to the south. As
the total area occupied by the site has been ploughed, the only visible
features are the dark midden stains.
The only remaining productive surface deposit has been
protected since at least 1860 by a fence line which was removed in 1979.
This will result in its total disturbance/destruction within a few years,
due to ploughing. As the soil on the site is predominately clay, most
of the pot sherds recovered have been extremely small except in the area
of the former fence line. Obviously, this area should be tested as soon
as possible and if possible, completely salvaged.
It is possible that a palisade enclosed a portion of
the creek to the south, or for that matter the village may have straddled
the creek. The opposite side of the creek has not been surveyed yet and
some artifacts were found below the ridge of the hill at the old level
of the creek bed. The site is high enough in the drainage system that

any spring floods would have been minimal. The delineation of the exact extent
of the site must wait on more detailed work for resolution.
ENVIRONMENT

The site lies in an area of the province which Chapman and Putnam
(1973) call the Mount Elgin Ridges. This area is characterized by a series
of parallel recessional moraines formed by the Lake Erie ice lobe during the
last glaciation. This area has a wide variety of ecological niches, including
the high well drained ridges of the moraines and low wet lands and marshes
between them. Also interspersed are several water courses and many large
ponds, such as Pond Mills and Whittaker Lake. Doubtless, other small ponds,
such as that at the Brian site, existed in the area.
This varied environment would be rich in all types of flora and
fauna which would support the Native population. It is noteworthy that the
northern boundary of this area approximates the northern boundary of the
distribution of Neutral villages immediately east of London. The location
of the site has some interesting parallels to that of the Harrietsville
Site (AfHf-10), as both are located on the southern slope of the moraine
above a small creek.
The soil in the vicinity of the site is predominately,clay, with
occasional sand and gravel. The vegetation cover reported during the early
surveys of the area is almost entirely maple/beech climax forest. This
would seem to suggest that the theory of pine succession in corn field clearings
(Bowman, 1980) does not hold in all areas; however, the survey of the land
in which the village is situated was not well done. Apparently, there were
disputes about the actual lot lines, so we might presume that the vegetation

was not reported as accurately as we would like. Perhaps a pollen core from
one of the ponds in the area might shed some light on the question.
RIM SHERDS

Three analyzable rims and six rim fragments have been recovered
to date. The primary form of decoration is incising which was recorded on
seven of the pieces. There is also one plain sherd, probably from a juvenile
vessel, and one sherd decorated with a push/pull technique. Collars are
evident on all of the larger incised pieces and interior decoration in the
form of punctates is found on three of them. The three analyzable sherds
would be classified as Pound Necked, Lawson Opposed (MacNeish, 1952) and
Parker Festooned (Lee, 1958). A single rim of Parker Festooned has no
collar and the larger rims are illustrated in Figure 1.
NECK SHERDS

Of the eight neck sherds, five are plain, two exhibit a push/
pull decorative technique and one has diagonal incised lines. One of
the push/pull decorated necks, probably from a Parker Festooned vessel
has had an applique'of clay applied onto the original surface (see
Figure l:c).
SHOULDER SHERDS

Two shoulder sherds exhibit a row of punctates.
BODY SHERDS

All the body sherds are plain.
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PIPE FRAGMENTS

These are too minimal to provide any data. Two stem fragments
and one fragment from the lower portion of a bowl have been recovered.
POINTS PROJECTILE

Five points have been found. One of these, discovered
northwest of the site, is a Late Archaic Ugly type (W. Fox : personal
communication). The remaining four illustrated in Figure 2 are all
of Nanticoke Notched (Fox, 1981) and Nanticoke Triangular (Fox, 1981)
form. Figure 2, c is unusual, as it is manufactured from Selkirk chert.
The others are of Onondaga chert, as is more common.
SCRAPERS
Several scrapers were found. The end scrapers all have
some degree of retouching on the ventral surface as well as the dorsal
working edge. All of the side scrapers are unifacial and appear to be
lightly used. Two end scrapers are made of Kettle Point chert, while
the rest are Onondaga.
OTHER STONE TOOLS

Other stone tools recovered from the site include fragments
of adzes in various states of manufacture and destruction; including one
complete finished adze, two bit sections, and a butt end of an adze.
There are also several extremely blunted specimens, suggesting that
after they had been reworked and reshaped to the point that they were
no longer useful, they were used for some other purpose such as hammering
or grinding.
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'Figure 2: a. Nanticoke Triangular point/preform
c. Nanticoke Notched point

b. Nantlcoke Notched point
d. Nanticoke notched point

Two hammerstones were found, one with a bevelled/facetted lateral
edge and a pit pecked into both faces.
Also notable was a single netsinker, an object usually found on
fishing stations closer to lakes. Nets may have been employed in one of the
ponds in the vicinity or possibly further to the north in the Thames River.
FLORAL AND FAUNAL

The remains of plants and animals recovered to date have been
minimal, owing to the long duration of ploughing on the site. Several
large bones, probably of deer, were picked up as were the fragments of
freshwater mollusc shell. The presence of the .netsinker also implies
that fish formed a portion of the villagers' diet.
DISCUSSION
While insufficient diagnostic artifacts have been recovered
for an exact seriation date, what we do have places the site in the
approximate era of the Lawson site (c. 1500 A.D.). This village will
be important for comparative studies with Lawson and may provide information
concerning the abondment of this area of the province in Late Prehistoric
times. Another interesting question for study is its relationship to
several seasonally occupied special function sites in the area (Skinner
AfHg-13, Baker AfHg-4, Pond Mills AfHh-2 and possible Laidlaw AfHh-1).
One of the most instructive facts about the site is that it
has never been reported in the archaeological literature. While both
Boyle (1896;1903) and Wintemberg (1939) mention sites surrounding it,
one of which may have been as close as three or four kilometers, and

Jury excavated a site within two kilometers, none of these researchers seem to
have been aware or at least to have recorded the existence of the village.
A case could be made that Wintemberg was informed of the site, as one of his
notes indicated that he talked to Alonzo Copeland, a former owner of the
property, who then resided in Lambeth. However, he may have confused it
with the Nixon site, leading to the error in the lot number (see Keron, 1981).
The fact that this site was not recorded suggests that there may be other
villages in the area yet to be located. Given the amount of development
which Southern Ontario is experiencing, this emphasizes the urgency of
undertaking the survey work required to locate sites.

NINETEENTH CENTURY NOTES
GLASS BEADS/PART ONE

THOMAS KENYON

There are 24 types of glass beads from 14 European and Six Nations Indian
sites (see map right) located in the Grand River valley. All except
those from Hunter's Well B are surface finds. Colours are black, white,
blue, green and pink. The beads are assigned to five basic classes:
types 1 to 6, small beads for embroidery; 7, large necklace beads;
8 to 13 round necklace; 14 to 21 facetted necklace; 22 to 24, round
and moulded necklace styles. Types 1 to 5, from site C are numerous.
Site C is probably a Seneca village dating
to 1790*. These same 5 types are present
in a New York Seneca site, Big Tree Flats,
which is dated 1780-1820 by Charles F.
Wray. Most of the round beads (types
8 to 12) can be duplicated in 18th to
H JA L D I M A N D
mid-19th C. sites in Canada and the
United States.
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1. Round opaque white, ranging in diameter from 2 to 3.5 mm.
2. Round, opaque black,4 mm diameter. 3. Tubular, opaque
white, diameter 3 mm, length 4 to 5 mm, ends tumbled.
4. Tubular, opaque black, diameter 3 mm, length 4 to 7 rnm,
ends tumbled. 5. Tubular, transparent cobalt blue, ends
cut. All of the above 5 styles are from site C (Armour's
Point). 6. Tubular, opaque black, longitudinal sections,
ends rounded, drawn, from site M (1 specimen).
Very large, barrel-shaped, transparent deep
cobalt, wire wound, pitted, latitudinal
striations, site F (which is an area occupied
by a settlement of Nanticoke-Oelaware Indians,
1783 to I860*).
8. Round, opaque black, wire wound, site D.
9. Round,tranlucent medium turquois blue, wire wound, sites
N and M.
10. Round, translucent pink, wire wound, site N.
11. Round, translucent turquois blue, wire wound, site N.
12. Round, transparent deep cobalt blue, wire wound, sites
E and D.
13. Round opaque dark grey (purple under a strong back light).,
drawn, bead on right is an example of twinning 3 site B.
(NOTE: all drawings are approximately actual size, and they
consist of a diagrammatic end view (diameter), front
view (length) and a three quarters view).
*

personal communication, David Faux
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